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HOVERWING 20

ABOUT US
Airfoil Development GmbH (AFD) was founded in 1997 by Hanno Fischer & Klaus Matjastic to develop and manufacture Ground Effect Craft, also known as WIG Craft.
Its first successful WIG craft to be produced was the Airfish 8 which is an 8-seaters WIG Craft and has
been certified by Germanischer Lloyd (GL). It is now owned and developed by Wigetworks of Singapore.
At the meantime, Hanno Fischer developed the Hoverwing technology as a request from German Ministry of Research & Development. The goal was to develop a large Ground Effect Craft for future marine
transportation. To proof the concept, HW2VT, a 2-seaters WIG Craft, was manufactured and tested.
The maiden flight took place in 1997 on the lake Baldeney nearby the city of Essen, Germany. It was
flown also in the Baltic Sea.
HW2VT’s test flight was successful in which all the requirements for a Ground Effect craft were fulfilled.
Some of those requirements are high speed, high efficiency, maneuverability and low power. Consequently, a 20-seaters Hoverwing (the Hoverwing 20, HW20) was decided to be developed and manufactured for commercialization.
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In 2008, GECAT Corporation acquired AFD and injected fresh fund to start with the development and
manufacturing of HW20. HW20 is expected to fly towards the mid of 2012.
About Hanno Fischer & Klaus Matjastic
Hanno Fischer had been working with ground effect craft since the late sixties. With consultation from
Dr Lippisch, he first developed the X-113 for the German Ministry of Defense. X-113 was the successor of X-112 which was developed by Dr Lippisch to experiment with the ground effect craft. The result
was a reversed delta wing with high positioned horizontal tail to achieve good stability in ground effect.
Different configurations were also tested to improve the seaworthiness. Thus, X-114 & X-114H were
developed. X-114 was designed with catamaran concept where the fuselage was above the water and
the sponsons on the tip of the wings were to give the displacement needed. At the sometime, X-114H
was equipped with hydrofoils. The Xs were designed as a ground effect crafts as well as free flight aircrafts.
In 1979, Hanno Fischer & Klaus Matjastic developed the Airfish 1 which was purely a ground effect
craft and thus it was unable to achieve free flight. Several reasons why they developed a pure ground
effect craft. First of all, their experiences show that a good ground effect craft is a bad aircraft and vice
versa. Secondly, a ground effect should be very economical in production and operation. This is
achieved by registering the craft as a boat.
Airfish 1 was then modified to Airfish 2 with smaller wings to be able to fit into regular marine facilities.
The tests were very successful in which they were able to achieve high speed with low power as a marine craft. For demonstration purposes, Airfish 3 was built.
It was a 2-seaters and promoted as a recreational craft during the 1992 Miami Boat Show. Unfortunately, the production of Airfish 3 was stopped as the American licensee tried to build unauthorized copies
of the craft and thus, breach the contracts.
In 1997, Airfish 8 was developed and tested for Flightship Ground Effect Pty Ltd (Australia). It was the
first Ground Effect Craft to be certified by Germanischer Lloyd. Currently, it is now owned and developed by Wigetworks of Singapore.
Earlier, Hanno Fischer was also working to build a large scale ground effect craft for the German Ministry of Research & Development. Thus was born the Hoverwing technology. In 1997, Hoverwing technology was successfully demonstrated by HW2VT, a 2-seaters Hoverwing.
HW2VT forms the basis of all future Hoverwing models. The next step will be the realization and commercialization of Hoverwing 20 which is now being manufactured.
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Milestones
Airfish 8 was developed, tested and deliv1997 – 2001

ered to Flightship Ground Effect Pty Ltd
(Australia).

1997

HW2VT was manufactured and tested.

Commenced the development of Hoverwing 20.
2008
The contract was awarded to Aerostruktur
GmbH.

2010

Mid 2012

Manufacturing of Hoverwing 20
commenced.

Testing of Hoverwing 20 is expected.
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OVERVIEW
Ground Effect phenomenon and its various potentials have been discovered long time ago.
However, it is not as easy as it seems to utilize its
phenomenon and unlock its potentials. As time
has shown, such undertakings would take so
much time, courage, determination and lots of failures.
That’s why at AFD we never give up and always
strive to provide our customers with our products
by utilizing the best technique and technology.

The driving force behind AFD is the people who
just love their jobs. We are of many professions
who have a single common believe; ground effect
craft will create a new market in marine transportation. Our teams efforts have enable AFD to develop its advanced ground effect crafts through
the various applications of new technologies.

For a start and for each idea, we build and test a
scale model. This is a step that is so important
that it would not be missed as it will provide us
with solid knowledge and give us so much information for the next step. Accordingly, our ground
effect crafts started with scale models which were
built with wood or composite. Various configurations were tested until we get to the present form
which provides the best balance. We used all
known methods of testing which include wind tunnel testing, water tank testing, circular flight testing
and full scale testing. Important systems are also
built and tested. Examples of such systems are
the propulsion system, the air cushion and the
cockpit.
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We also build prototype to integrate all the various systems to test the crafts as a whole. The solid knowledge and understanding gained from these models help us to build the computer models
and planned for the better crafts. The computer
models would be used to validate our knowledge
and understanding, perform various tests and improve on the design. Some other the well-known
technologies that we use are Computer Aided Design (CAD), composite structures, the patented
Direct Height Control system and the patented
Hoverwing system.

Ground Effect

Figure 1

To build a super-fast marine craft, the very
high water drag needs to be completely
eliminated. But if the water is not used by
the craft, what will replace the lift by the water to carry the craft and its payload? The
answer is wing. Wing in motion creates lift
which can be used to carry the craft and its
payload. A wing flies close to a surface
such as water, creates a phenomenon well
known as ground effect. Ground effect provides high lift and low drag. The high lift will
lift the craft and its payload while the low
drag will enable the craft to achieve a very
high speed. Other benefit includes comfortable journey as the craft is unaffected by
the rough seas below.
Figure 1 shows the position of ground effect
craft in comparison to other means of
transportation. It is indicated as Airfoil Boat
and shown that ground effect craft has no
competitors for over water transport where
economical transport at high speed is required. You can also say that for the same
speed and load, ground effect craft uses
the least required power over other means
of transport such as helicopter, hovercraft
and aircraft.
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Over the years, one aerodynamic problem
persisted which prohibited the utilization of
ground effect craft. It involves the safety
operation of the craft in which changing
height in ground effect mode creates a pitch
up tendency and if not handled correctly
could result in a crash.
Dr Alexander Lippisch tackled this problem by using an inverted delta wing combined with high positioned tail surface outside the ground effect. Effectively, the craft
is naturally stable in pitch as well as in
height. Famously known as the “Lippisch
Design”, it eliminates the pitch up tendency
and thus improves the safety. Together with
Mr Hanno Fischer, the founder of AFD,
they patented and developed many ground
effect crafts with this design.
Another advantage of the Lippisch Design
is its maneuverability as can be seen in
Figure 2 which compares hovercraft, AFD’s
Ground Effect crafts and aircraft. The maneuverability of the AFD’s Ground Effect
crafts is so much better. Therefore, they
can easily avoid many obstacles during
high speed journeys.

Figure 2

CAD System
Computer Aided Design (CAD) is a new technology that is also developing very rapidly. Initially,
CAD was only used for 2D manufacturing drafting
but now, it is used throughout the product lifecycle. We use it from developing concepts to engineering calculation to engineering collaboration to
manufacturing drawings to manufacturing planning
and to engineering management.
All of this is to ensure the highest standard of
management, quality, safety and reliability.
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Composite
This new wonder materials enable the craft to be
built very light and yet very strong to endure the
punishing sea environment. Our crafts are built
with glass fiber, carbon fiber, advance core and
epoxy resin which are supplied by the leaders in
each industry. Starting with the mould productions,
they were built on structure that would not deform.
Build by hand and formed by robot, the moulds
form the shape of the parts. Each layer of fiber is
then carefully applied so that the strength is in the
right direction. Under controlled environment, the
resin is carefully mixed and added to the fiber.
They are then cured and treated with post cured
treatment to maximize their strength and durability. Together, they would form very light weight
and strong parts.
Each part is assembled together precisely to form
the craft that is strong, rigid and lightweight. Other
lightweight and strong materials are also used
such as titanium and aluminum.

DHC System
Direct Height Control (DHC) System
The Hoverwing is equipped with patented DHC system. The DHC system functions are as follow:
1. To enable Hoverwing to make tighter turn, thus smaller turn radius.
2. To help maintain Hoverwing stability when it is increasing its height to avoid obstacles.
3. To increase the effectiveness of the flaps for takeoff.
4. To enable Hoverwing to increase speed and maintain stability.
These functions reduce the operational load on the operator and therefore add to the safety of the craft
operation.
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Hoverwing Technology
Taking off from water by ground effect craft requires so much power than cruising in ground effect. The
difference in the power requirement creates inefficiency in the engine. To reduce the power difference,
Mr Hanno Fischer sponsored by the German Ministry for R & D (BMB+F) invented the Hoverwing
technology.
The idea is to have air cushion underneath the craft as shown in the presentation below. At about to
takeoff, a pylon door opens to channel some of propeller stream for inflating the air cushion. The air
cushion provides extra lift and reduces water drag. Consequently, the power required for takeoff reduces substantially. Once the craft is cruising and not in touch with the water, the pylon door closes and the
air channel retracted. The propeller stream that is used to inflate the air channel is directed backward to
provide additional thrust.

Technical Specification
1. Composite matrix : Fiber Glass, Carbon, Core and Epoxy
2. Empty weight : 1100 kg
3. Maximum number of passengers : 2 Persons
4. Max Speed : 140km/h
5. Engine Power : 100 HP
6. Engine Type : Rotary
7. Dimensions : 11.5 L x 11 W x 2.8 H
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Super composite structure to provide superior protection inside the cabin and to the craft while moving
at exhilarating speed of 110km/h
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The super composite skins protect the craft from weather elements so to provide long lasting integrity
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Technical Specification
1. Composite matrix : Fiber Glass, Carbon Fiber, Lightweight Core and Epoxy
2. Empty weight : 6500 kg
3. Maximum number of passengers : 23 Persons
4. Cargo capacity : 2.3 Tons
5. Max Speed : 190km/h
6. Max flight height : 10m
7. Engine Power : 2 x 750 HP
8. Maximum Range : 900 km
9. Dimensions : 11.5 L x 11 W x 2.8 H

Cockpit with view

Spacious cabin for 20 to 23 passengers and their luggage
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Super composite structure to provide superior protection inside the cabin and to the craft while moving
at exhilarating speed of 190km/h.

Air Condition provides comfort to all passengers and the captains.
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Large ramp door for loading and unloading large cargo

High values cargoes can be securely stored.
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